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Presidents Report
Grant
A few things on the go for me this month
meant that I didn’t spend as much time in the
workshop as I could have hoped.
Subsequently I didn’t quite get my new
Cessna Float plane ready for the flyin at Lake
Kainui last weekend. I did try and was 95%
done, but a couple of small items left
incomplete meant it’s test flight will have to
wait until our next float plane event in late September. I have managed
to get some flying in during the past month though and that certainly has
been good for the spirits, especially with the colder winter conditions
upon us. I also managed to install a new weather station at home which
loads the current conditions directly on to the website Weather
Underground. Watching and forecasting the weather is just another
interest that ties in well with flying of course. Want to see what the
weather’s
doing
for
yourself,
then
visit
https://www.wunderground.com/wundermap
So what’s been happening in this past month. Well we held our first float
plane event for 2020 as mentioned above and this went very well I
thought. Gordon has an article further on in the newsletter, so I won’t
say anything more to spoil his thunder. This event also doubled as our
themed flying event for August, however I have left a Club fun fly day
loaded on the calendar for Sunday 16th. So why not make the effort to
come out then for a day of flying and socialising and let’s see if we can
get a good crowd and a good mixture of different aircraft in the sky.
Julys themed club fly day was promoted as an ‘anything scale’ day. This
drew a fairly good semblance of models and everyone seemed to have an
enjoyable days flying. Highlight of the day was probably watching Chris
Tynans brand new Corsair take to the Hamilton skies, only to be marred
by a retract not wanting to lock down for landing. No significant damage
occurred though when landed which was good to see.
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July’s club night was our socialising restart meeting having been stuck in
Covid lockdown for far too long (Well it certainly felt like that). It was
great to see so many guys turn up and keen to return to a bit of normal
life activity. Some photo’s and a couple of stories saw an enjoyable
return to club night.
So what’s on the menu for Club night for August. Well with a bit of arm
twisting and a bit of volunteering on his part, we have managed to
persuade Frazer Briggs to give a talk about calculating the correct Centre
of Gravity for your aircraft. He will also explain how and why the plane
does what it does when you get this completely wrong!! So come along
to hear why this seemingly simple task can be made so wrong, it’s bound
to be interesting.

Remember to bring a calculator and writing material to club
night for this one
Safety on the field. This year I’d like to see safety on the field take a
higher priority than maybe it has done so for a little while. Every now
and then we get a little lax in our safety practices and slip into some bad
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habits….and I’m aware I’m not immune to this myself! Most of these
are minor issues, but a little care and attention to the guidelines can be
the difference between a minor mishap and a serious harm incident.
Thus I will remind you that the key guidelines are printed on our web
page and it is your responsibility to be familiar with these. It’s difficult
to put everything down on paper (if not impossible) but a good deal of
common sense also goes a long way to ensuring each others safety. So
please don’t take offence if someone, be it a committee member or
fellow club member gives you a gentle nudge to remind you what’s safe
and what’s not…we are all there to enjoy ourselves and remain as safe as
we can.

On the safety subject, it’s timely to remind you of our Wings Badge
requirements. These are well laid out on the Model Flying NZ web site,
but there are a couple of key points you should be aware of before flying
at HMAC…
1) You must have the Basic (Heli,Glider,Plane) wings badge to fly
alone and unsupervised.
2) You must hold a wings badge rating appropriate for the model
you are flying.
3) If you are learning to fly (ie under instruction) you must be
accompanied by a wing badge holder who must be able to take
control of the aircraft via Tx hand over or Buddy box.
So that’s my lot for another month. Hopefully we get some good flying
weather in over the coming weeks. If the wind picks up, then it might
just be a good time to dust off the slope soarers and head to the
hills…never let the potential for a days flying go by I say…!
Til next month, remember to play safe.
Grant
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SOUTH ISLAND FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS
25-26 July
Bernard Scott
The South Island Free Flight Champs always drew a large attendance
from both the South and the North. Sadly, the event went into abeyance
some years ago so I never got to attend one. Through the work of
CMAC members Bill and Kay Long, the Champs were resurrected this
year, and since I was going to be in Napier on the 19th July it was
natural to go just a wee bit further to Christchurch and attend. A check
of the odometer shows that the round trip was more like a tad than a wee
bit longer than the direct route home.
Going inland from Christchurch, the CMAC field is located between Old
West Coast Road and the Waimakariri River. The field is gently
undulating and covered in a thick layer of soft and cushioning grass, just
perfect for FF models to land on. The grass also had a characteristic not
seen before – the water of morning frosts turned directly to gas without
appearing to pass through a liquid stage. Consequently there was never
any soggy grass to dampen shoes and models, it was either crisp frost or
dry grass – more perfection.
The Long’s organisation was efficient yet the event was kept low-key
and stressless. Attendance from the South was good and there were four
Northerners there. Bill plans to hold the event again next year, so plenty
of time to plan a SI trip that includes the Champs.

Part of the field with the Southern Alps in the background:
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Alan
And his Sealane, Part 2:
Here are some photos of the finished
Sealane float plane.
(See last month’s newsletter for Part 1 of
Alan’s build….Ed)
On Saturday I put the landing gear on to
do a test flight at the field. After putting a bit of weight in the nose where
the battery is held and with some help from Gordon carrying the model
to the strip we were ready to go. The model was lined up into the wind
and let it go.

The plane tracked so straight rolled along for a bit and just lifted off
without hardly a touch of elevator. I can see why in the instruction
manual it says it fly’s like a Sig Kadet.
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Once in the air all it needed was a little down trim and little left aileron.
Overall this is a really nice plane to fly and lands very well.
I gave the controls to Gordon to have a fly around and he advised it fly’s
great, so the next outing will be on the water in August.
I really enjoyed building this Sig Kit for a change.

__________________________________________________________
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Boeing
Scout
Bruce Pickering

William Edward Boeing was a wealthy timber merchant who, in 1909,
first saw an aeroplane at an exposition in Seattle. In 1915 he was taught
to fly by Glenn Martin, who eventually founded an aircraft company. In
July 1916 Boeing established Pacific Aero Products Company, which
the following year became the Boeing Airplane Company, housed in a
boat manufacturing facility he had purchased some years earlier. Little
could he dream of the giant aircraft manufacturing company that exists
today, nor of the wide variety of aircraft types, including commercial,
general, military and space aircraft.

Following World War II Boeing decided to expand their product line as
the need for military aircraft declined. Rather than focus on general
aviation aircraft, in 1946 they developed the YL-15 Scout (“L” stood for
liaison) as an observation aircraft in competition with Piper’s
Grasshopper and Cessna’s Bird Dog. In many ways the Scout was much
more advanced than its competitors. Though the normal concept is form
follows function, this is one case where function followed form.
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Similar to a helicopter, the unconventional fuselage was a capsule
comprised of a tandem seat cockpit and engine, with a completely glazed
rear wall. A long thin boom connected the cockpit roof with the tail that
had two downward vertical stabilizers, one at each end of the horizontal
stabilizer. The observer, who sat in the back, could rotate his seat 180
degrees to get a clear unobstructed view behind, down and well forward
to each side. Built of all metal construction—apart from fabric on the
control surfaces—it had a fixed ‘tail-dragger’ undercarriage that could
be replaced with floats for operating off water, or skis for snow. Power
was by a Lycoming four cylinder air cooled horizontally opposed engine,
supplying 125 horsepower.

The Scout demonstrated superior slow flight and short field capabilities,
utilizing flaperons that were separated from the wing by a small gap and
which could move from 10 degrees up to 40 degrees down. Spoilers
were added to the upper wing surface, in what must have been a ‘belts
and braces’ decision to obtain optimum control. One unusual design
feature was that it could be quickly disassembled and converted into a
trailer that could be towed on its own wheels. Dismantling could also
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allow it to be conveyed inside transport aircraft or on a medium sized
truck. Just three bolts hold the tail boom to the fuselage, the wing panels
come off, wheels and other parts fold inward.

Work on the Scout began in 1946 and two prototypes were built as
proof-of-concept models. These were followed by ten service aircraft.
When the Army decided to purchase the Cessna Bird Dog, Boeing
targeted the US Fish and Wildlife Service who used it to monitor herds
in the early 1950s. Its slow speed characteristics made it ideal for
chasing down poachers. After Fish and Wildlife finished with them some
aircraft ended up in private possession. With a minimum take-off speed
of 32 kph, stall speed of 28kph and maximum angle of climb speed of
50 kph, one pilot says it is so slow that sometimes “I feel like I’m gonna
die!” He adds that the short coupled undercarriage makes it tricky in a
crosswind. With a sea level climb rate of 191metres/min (628f/min) it
had a respectable service ceiling of 5000 metres (16,400ft).
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One lone YL-15 Scout exists today in flying condition (see the YouTube
links below). A scale model would not be difficult to construct, although
the thin tail boom would need some careful design to make it rigid
enough. The slow speed characteristics of the full size would no doubt
be duplicated on the model. It certainly would be an interesting project.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=POD3KrmmgQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1h9VdES-YdI

__________________________________________________________

Zenoah G45
Prefer the original ignition
Anything considered
Please ring Dave Neilson
021 246 5169
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Qantas’ last Boeing 747
Qantas’ last Boeing 747 has said goodbye to Australia in its own special
way
The talented pilots outlined the iconic flying kangaroo on their
way out of Sydney.
In case you missed it, the jumbo jet is being retired after 49 years of
service. It was the passenger plane that ushered in a new era of
international travel, revolutionising in-flight service and capturing the
hearts of plane spotters everywhere.
It’s off to an aircraft graveyard in the Mojave Desert in California
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HMAC’s 2 I.C.
Reports on this month’s world
famous in NZ Float Plane Day
Over to you Gordon….
It had been a long time between drinks as far
as float planes were concerned due to the
disruptions of the covid 19.
However, with things back to some sort of
normal we got underway again. The weather Saturday was terrible and
forecast for Sunday not much better but as aero-modeller’s are a hardy
bunch the car park soon filled up with a very large turnout.
Very gratifying to see.
Flying was quickly underway with calm conditions but the wind rose
later in the morning. Although not particularly strong the wind direction
was very unfavourable blowing directly offshore. This led to Phil’s
rescue boat getting a good workout for recovery of wayward models.
Grant’s wayward
model only 10 feet
off the shoreline
and heading in the
wrong direction
There were a number
of visitors from out
of town which was
great to see, they are
always
very
welcome to swell
our
ranks.
Our
“regulars” Keith & Ross from New Plymouth were back for more
punishment along with Antony from Auckland having his first attempt at
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flying
from
water.
Unfortunately
Antony’s
AT40 floats were a bit small
so the aircraft remained
firmly on the water trying to
head for the bottom! He
assures me that some larger
floats will be fitted for next
time. Keith also had some
engine issues which dogged
him all day although he was
able to get several flights.
There
were
numerous
foam/electric
Tundra,
Maule, Timber type planes
flying which seem to handle a bit of wind quite well.
Alan had a new Sig Sealane which he has built from a kit. After a bit of
mucking around it Alan gave it a maiden flight off water. (It had been
tested prior on wheels).

Alan’s Sealane
finally makes it to
Lake D
With the second flight it
was getting windy so
Grant was called upon
to do the honours. It
took off ok but then
there were lots of yelps
from the pilot.....Got no
ailerons,
got
no
ailerons!!! With the
plane gyrating all over
the sky downwind he
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finally managed to point it back into wind and landed using only rudder
& elevator. Bloody good work that man!! (Most of us hackers would
have lost it to the lake gods!) The cause was found to be a dud aileron
servo which was replaced so the third flight was almost boring!
Warren put his large cub into the water and took off to find the plane all
out of whack. The cause was later found to be a split float full of water
causing a “variable” C of G.

Lucky Warren’s Cub didn’t turn into a yellow submarine
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Our intrepid boatman Phil, got his Ugly Stick going well and it was great
to see him having a ball with it.
I had a “brown pants required” moment with my Beast. On suffering an
elevon servo failure in flight a couple of knife edge circuits resulted but I
got it back down in one piece. I wouldn’t want to damage the best
looking plane on floats!! (Ow, that’s going to get me some flak!)
Grant had his new, but not quite completed, composite “yellow
submarine” on show in the pits. It looks like it should do the business if
only he would get it completed!
Considering the wind there were was very little serious damage to any
aircraft, just a few torn off floats and water ingress..not bad.
In the pits there were a lot of non flying members & spectators with the
mouth racing going flat out! Good to see you all, old & new, getting a
bit of entertainment on a cool winters day. It beats staying inside
watching TV.
Next float plane day is 27th. September at lake Kainui (D),
see you there.
Gordon

Dorian’s Maule
taxiing out……….
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…………….and not coming back.
__________________________________________________
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July’s Field Day Antics…..Part 1

Grant about to commit
aviation with his 1/3
scale Cub…….

………meanwhile Sel’s Cub sits in the pits
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Phil and Alan getting
stuck in to Alans
Chipmunk

Rex with his Ugly Stik. Brian Setters watching on.
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From HMAC”s latest Newbie
Welcome to our club Bryce…Ed
Two weeks ago I joined the HMAC. As a teenager I wanted a RC Heli.
It only took me 25 years to get a decent one (Align Trex 500), I’m
terrified I’ll destroy it, and have already spent $100 on repairs after
panicking, killing the throttle smashing it into the ground. It did a very
impressive self-wrapping flailing of bits. It turns out I had negative pitch
paired to the low throttle. Oops!
A small walk down memory lane. Attempt one to fly an RC. I had been
flying an ESky Honeybee FP (fixed pitch) heli and then a collective
pitch (ESky CP2) heli, but these models no longer have parts available
and with time have now been converted into an RC car motor and
controller. The FP was great for flying in the house, though my wife,
then girlfriend, was not happy with my plant trimming technique, and
one of the Christmas tree baubles got a hole sliced in it. My bad! The
CP2 was fun, I could hover and fly figure eights, but it was so light that
outdoor flight necessitated waiting for a still day so that the little bugger
didn’t blow away.
Fast forward 10 years, some expensive Christmas presents, and attempt
two to fly an RC. I assembled the Align TRex 500 heli, powered it up,
powered it back down, and there it sat for 5 years. I dreamed of flying it,
but its power and growling threat of damage had me spooked.
Attempt three to fly an RC. My wife bought me a foamy, yes, I have
learned some lingo. Anyway, I got really good at crashing that foamy
down at the park, once onto a elderly ladies house roof. Fortunately, no
damage to her house, and she kindly let me use her ladder to retrieve it. I
never landed it once in a way that a mythical pilot could walk away from.
Don’t put me in charge of a commercial airline.
That plane, a small model spitfire, had a fatal accident when a friend’s
child stood on it, repeatedly, whilst playing hide and seek…
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Fast forward another 6 months + Covid-19 and I am now the proud
owner of a foamy (Durafly Tundra from HobbyKing). Big wheels,
sprung landing gear, vortex generators on the wings, flaps and it will fly
really slow.
Ok, my challenge
now was how not to
crash it on my first
light. In comes you
guys
and
the
Hamilton Model Aero
Club (HMAC). It’s
been great, called up
Gordon on Thursday,
joined the same night
and came out to the
airfield on Sunday for some TLC.
Sucks to be me though. It is a Mode 1 club and I was on Mode 2.
Fortunately, with direction from Dave and Gordon I was introduced to
Chris (I like his Corsair) and he flies Mode 2. Saved!
Chris got my Tundra up and flying, trimmed it and gave me the controls.
Fantastic, I did very rough circuits for 5 minutes and I didn’t crash. Oh
yes, first non-crash flight. A real milestone.
Let’s ignore the little push rod for the aileron that I over tightened. Chris
picked up on that in pre-flight checks. In the week that my foamy had sat
since I assembled her the stressed plastic had let go and half snapped off.
Fortunately, I was able to swap it with a push rod from one of the flaps
(didn’t need those anyway).
Fast forward another two weeks, some plastic friendly superglue, and I
have flown 4 times, my foamy is intact and ready to take on the Lake D
in Hamilton next Sunday.
To add to my adventure, this morning I deliberately got out to the
airfield early so as not to block the old hands from their fun. Fortunately,
there was a wings certified member present and so I started setting up
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and, oh no, new issues. In fixing the push rods I had backed the pressure
off on the plastic push rod clip for the flaps. Now the flaps were notably
uneven. A beginner mistake, I didn’t think it through fully. So, half an
hour of tweaking the flaps rods and the flap setting in my controller and
that was fixed.
There was one more obstacle before I could fly. I was still mode 2 and
there were no mode 2 members on the strip. Bugger… Only one thing
for it. Out with the phone, download the manual, disassemble my DX8
controller and swap to Mode 1. Impressively I managed not to lose any
screws into the long grass (a little self-patting on the back there
).
Can’t land a plane safely but I can change over my controller. Surely
that’s worth something.
Anyway, thanks heaps to the Hamilton team for your hugely supportive
attitude and help. Getting my foamy off the ground, trimmed and landing
it for me. That’s why my foamy is intact. I didn’t miraculously learn to
land. I’m doing circuit training, and my mission is to keep the nose up!
One more thing to get, more batteries.
Till next flight, Bryce

Bryce’s nice shiny
Tundra at Float Plane
Day.
Plenty of time yet to wet
the baby’s
head ……….Ed
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Tokoroa News Article, Waikato Times 28 July
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And from the Bulletin
Editor:
Dave

On 26 July Auckland Soar once again held its annual Mid-Winter
Thermal Thaw event. This event has been flown since 1984 but given
the ever changing evolution of the gliders which we fly, the format has
changed over the years. What used to originally be a Thermal A contest
with full house gliders and winches has now shifted to electric gliders,
primarily Radians inclusive of altimeter devices so no one gets to cheat
on their launch altitude. This of course makes the event so much fairer
unlike the days of winch launching when the differences in launch height
could make or break the contest. However, regardless of which type of
aircraft are flown, like all competitions the aim remains the same: to
have fun. No seriously we’re all in it to win it !
This year I was the only one venturing north from the Waikato to
Ambury Farm Park in Mangere Bridge for the event. While there were
others from out of town the majority of the competitors were the
homebased Auckland Soar club member’s keen on getting “their” trophy
back after some three or four years away from the big smoke. The last
two in my possession.
For the 2m/Radian event launch height was either 200 metres or 30
seconds whichever came first with a target flight time of seven minutes
plus landing points. The closer to the centre of the tape the more points
you got, simple.
The open event was similar in launch but with a ten minute target flight
time.
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With a reasonable breeze, overcast conditions with little or no sunshine
those of us observing the first few flights of the day realised it was going
to be a day of pointing the nose of the plane into the wind and try and get
what use you could of the little bit of ridge lift that was materialising.
The air up high was wonderfully smooth which helped many flyers
achieve their seven minute flight times. The air below fifty feet I would
say “not so good” as we were all feeling the effects of the turbulence
from the trees just ahead of the landing spots when it came time to land.
To end the event CD Aneil provided a wonderful BBQ lunch with what
has now become the famous Thermal Thaw vegetable soup. As always a
great event.
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Antony Wright visits the HMAC float
plane day
(from Highbrook Aeromodellers)

Well just got back from a trip today down to the Hamilton clubs float
day at a smallish lake just west of Gordonton, about 1 1/2 hours from
home. There was a good turn out from the locals, about 20 guys with
most having been on water before, not like yours truly. I had a bit of a
learning experience. I set the floats up right with the step just behind the
c of g & the float length 3/4 the plane length of my yellow AT40 (has a
65AX in it so overpowered). I looked at everyone else’s setup & they
looked to be the same except their float fronts were forward of the
prop??? bugger .
I put the plane in the water and the water line was half way up the side
of the floats??? I thought to myself, this isn’t good. There were a few
comments from the people in know that the floats need to be a bit longer
& I was thinking the same. So I got the engine running and put her in the
water. The wind down there was an easterly and not too bad. Most of the
foamie planes were handling it ok. The problem was you had to taxi out
to the other side of the lake & take off back toward yourself as the wind
was coming from behind us. Anyway the first thing I noticed with my
plane at a slow taxi speed was I had no or very little rudder control. I did
have a water rubber. It would turn left a little but no right turn. Well
anyway, I managed to line her up crosswind a bit, but as soon as I started
to advance the throttle the nose of the floats tried to turn into a
submarine & I nearly flipped her on her nose. So I slowly taxied her
back to shore with left type turns. And I put her back into the car.
So what I learnt was I need longer floats, about 6 inches past the prop,
maybe a wider stance & a bigger rudder on the plane and maybe two
water rudders?
All in all a great experience even though I didn’t get in the air. I ended
up chatting / catching up with some of the Hamilton guys who attended
the scale / warbirds events at Matamata & Hastings. So if you ever want
to try floatplane RC flying, the Hamilton guys are having two more
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events before Xmas, one on the 27th of September & one on the 22nd
November. Just Google Lake Kainui, Horsham Downs.
Cheers, Antony.

Antony and his AT40
Thank you for visiting Antony. We look forward to seeing you in
September….Ed
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Also from Auckland (Auckland Soar) Chris Kaiser, with his
giant Tundra.
__________________________________________________________
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July’s Field Day Antics…..Part 2

Gordon and Wayne

Dennis with his latest creation
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Bulletin Editor Dave
with his EFX Racer….
a Cardiac arrest with
wings.
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Phil with his E Flite Cub
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HMAC’s World Famous in NZ
Float Plane Day Antics
First up, the boss gives a
pilot’s briefing…..

…..followed by a lot of
talking and idle chit
chat. Typical
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followed by more talking

and finally, action at last, go Phil
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One Sealane about to touch down

Lyle’s Cub
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Gordon wandering
around on his way to
the runway…
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Parting Shot:

Sometimes Gravity Sucks
more than normal…even
for the experts !!
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Coming Events 2020
August 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – Frazer explains C of G
August 12, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Monthly Fly in - Fun Fly
August 16, 2020 - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton

September 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
September 9, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 HMAC Monthly Club Day
September 13, 2020 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
September 19, 2020 - September 20, 2020 9:30 am@ JR Airsail Airfield,
299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
 RC Pylon Racing Series
September 26, 2020 - September 27, 2020 @ JR Airsail Airfield, 299 Native
Rd, Pukekawa
 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D) – Confirmed
September 27, 2020 9:00 am – 4:00 pm @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road,
Horsham Downs.

October 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting
October 14, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
 Waharoa Warbirds Flyin
October 17, 2020 - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road, Waharoa
(Matamata)
 HMAC Monthly Club Day
October 18, 2020 @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road Hamilton
 NNI Vintage Competition and Rally
October 17, 2020 – October 18, 2020 9:30 am@ Tuakau MAC , Tuakau
Domain, Alexandra Redoubt Road
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 HMAC Float Plane Day @ Lake Kainui (D) – Confirmed
September 27, 2020 9:00 am – 4:00 pm @ Lake Kainui (D), Lake Road,
Horsham Downs.

Next Flight Lines September 2020
September Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 2 September 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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